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Abstract
Objective: Regulation of river flow regimes by dams and diversions impacts aquatic biota and ecosystems globally. However, our understanding of the ecological consequences of flow alteration and ecological benefits of flow restoration lags behind our ability to manipulate flows, and there is a need for broader development of flow–ecology relationships. Approaches for establishing flow–ecology relationships have recently shifted away from state-based methods that analyze snapshots of ecological conditions and towards rate-based methods focused on mechanisms that link hydrology with dynamics of important ecological components and processes.

Methods: We used a rate-based approach to validate environmental flow standards developed for the lower Brazos River, Texas, by analyzing the relationship between flow regime components and recruitment strength of imperiled Shoal Chub Macrhybopsis hyostoma, a fluvial specialist and pelagic-broadcast-spawning fish. We collected 254 age-0 Shoal Chub (9–40 mm total length), extracted their otoliths to estimate age in days, and used a generalized additive model to regress the number of captured recruits that hatched on a calendar date against flow regime metrics, such as pulse magnitude, flow rate of change, and pulse timing in relation to environmental flow standards proposed by a science advisory committee (Brazos Basin and Bay Area Expert Science Team).

Result: The model revealed that flow magnitude, rate of change, and timing were all significant predictors that collectively explained 60% of variation in the recruitment strength index. Hindcasting for 1919–2020 showed a general reduction in recruitment strength following commencement of flow regulation in the lower Brazos River and revealed that high recruitment correlated with years in which most or all proposed flow tiers were attained, whereas low recruitment correlated with years when less than half of the targeted tiers were attained.

Conclusion: Our work represents an effective validation method for environmental flow recommendations and reveals specific flow regimes that benefit an imperiled fish species.
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INTRODUCTION

Flow regime alteration affects nearly all major river systems on Earth (Lehner et al. 2011), and although dams and water diversions provide benefits to humans, they come at a cost to biodiversity and ecosystem services (Anderson et al. 2019). Consequently, the science of environmental flows has emerged as a framework for managing regulated flows to sustain freshwater and estuarine ecosystems while supporting human needs for freshwater and energy (Arthington et al. 2018a). Historically, environmental flow science focused on states of ecosystems derived from single snapshots of ecological conditions that were not necessarily repeated through time (Wheeler et al. 2018). Recent advances are moving the field towards a more predictive science capable of developing trajectories for a future beset by climate change, an accelerated water cycle, and amplified water demands (Arthington et al. 2018b; Poff 2018). Critical to improving understanding of flow–ecology relationships is the development of rate-based approaches that link ecological processes to streamflow through mechanistic pathways, especially with regards to population dynamics of aquatic and riparian species (Wheeler et al. 2018). Rate-based research, therefore, has great potential to reveal how flow regime alteration will affect biota and ecosystems (Palmer and Ruhi 2019).

In recent decades, approaches for the management and protection of rivers have relied heavily on the natural flow regime paradigm (NFP) as proposed by Poff et al. (1997). The NFP addresses the dynamic nature of fluvial systems by quantifying five characteristics of hydrology, including magnitude (i.e., how much water is present), frequency (i.e., how often flows of a given magnitude occur), duration (i.e., how long flows of a given magnitude persist), timing (i.e., when flows of a given magnitude occur), and rate of change (i.e., how quickly flows transition among magnitudes) (Poff et al. 1997). These flow regime components can be used to assess deviations from natural flow regimes caused by river modifications (e.g., reservoir construction) using a suite of metrics collectively known as indicators of hydrologic alteration (Richter et al. 1996; Mathews and Richter 2007). The NFP posits that the key to the conservation and restoration of river biota and ecosystem services is maintenance of flow magnitude, frequency, duration, timing, and rate of change sufficient to capture essential functions of the natural flow regime (Bunn and Arthington 2002). Despite widespread recognition of the NFP, many efforts to estimate environmental flows have focused heavily on flow magnitude without formal integration of other flow regime characteristics (Poff and Zimmerman 2010; Nguyen et al. 2021). In some regulated rivers, existing water infrastructure, water withdrawals, and climate change prevent the complete restoration of natural flow regimes (Poff 2018), yet even partial restoration of some aspects of the NFP in these rivers provides ecological benefits (Propst and Gido 2004; Kiernan et al. 2012).

Recruitment dynamics are a highly relevant and practical rate-based indicator of flow–ecology relationships. Recruitment, the production and subsequent survival of new individuals in a population, has been linked to flow patterns in freshwater fishes with diverse life history strategies (e.g., Rodger et al. 2016; Buckmeier et al. 2017). Age estimation of fish from samples collected over time intervals sufficient to encompass variation in river discharge and associated environmental conditions is necessary to determine flow–ecology relationships based on recruitment dynamics. Estimation of age based on growth rings in otoliths or other hard structures is effective for temperate fishes (Maceina et al. 2007; Quist and Isermann 2017). Otoliths are calcium carbonate structures that occur in three pairs (asteriscus, lapillus, sagittal) in the heads of most fishes (excluding cartilaginous and jawless fishes) and expand as fish grow by accumulating new material around the edges of a core through a process known as accretion (Campana 1999). Accretion results in daily growth increments that can be used to age fishes at daily (visible only in young or short-lived fish) or annual time scales (visible as bands where increments are densely packed during intervals of slow growth). Daily growth increments in otoliths were analyzed to estimate recruitment strength of Great Plains cyprinids, including Shool Chub Macrhybopsis hystosoma (Rodger et al. 2016; Starks et al. 2016), Peppered Chub M. tetranema (Durham and Wilde 2006), and Flathead Chub Platygobio gracilis (Haworth and Bestgen 2016, 2017). Recruitment strength of Shool Chub in the Brazos River, Texas, was shown to be higher during flow pulses (Rodger et al. 2016), whereas recruitment strength of Peppered Chub and Flathead Chub in the Canadian River, Texas (Durham and Wilde 2006), and Flathead Chub in Fountain Creek, Colorado (Haworth and Bestgen 2017), tended to be highest immediately following flow pulses. Among these example fishes, Shool Chub is widely distributed throughout the Mississippi River basin and could provide an effective indicator species for flow–ecology relationships (Starrett 1951; Rodger et al. 2016).
As these examples demonstrate, analysis of recruitment dynamics based on age estimates is a promising avenue for developing rate-based flow–ecology relationships to inform flow management in regulated rivers.

In 2001, the Texas Legislature established the Texas Instream Flow Program with Senate Bill 2 (TWC 2019a) out of recognition of the need to ensure sustainable water security for nature and people (Wurbs 2017). In 2007, Senate Bill 3 (TWC 2019b) mandated a stakeholder-driven, science-based process for establishing environmental flow standards for the state’s rivers and bays for use by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) in evaluating applications for new water rights. In response to Senate Bill 3, the Brazos Basin and Bay Area Stakeholder Committee and the Brazos Basin and Bay Expert Science Team (BBEST) were formed to develop flow recommendations for locations throughout the basin, and these recommendations were then submitted to the TCEQ for review (Brazos BBEST 2012). Senate Bill 3 mandated periodic review of environmental flow standards with potential for revision. Consequently, efforts to validate or otherwise assess the ecological relevance of flow standards adopted by the TCEQ are necessary. To evaluate flow standards for the lower Brazos River, Rodger et al. (2016) analyzed the relationship between Shoal Chub recruitment strength and discharge magnitude on the day of hatching. Findings were preliminary and the authors emphasized that additional research over a longer time period and broader range of flows was “urgently needed” to evaluate the ecological relevance of the adopted environmental flow standards for the Brazos River.

The goal of this study was to quantify the relationship between streamflow in the lower Brazos River and recruitment strength of Shoal Chub. To accomplish this goal, we established three objectives. The first objective was to collect age-0 Shoal Chub from the Brazos River and quantify an estimated recruitment strength index using fish ages assigned based on otolith daily growth increments. The second objective was to relate multiple streamflow regime characteristics to temporal variability in recruitment strength. The third and final objective was to use the modeled relationships developed from efforts addressing the second objective to hindcast recruitment strength over a longer time period and assess the relationship between interannual variation in streamflow in the context of adopted TCEQ standards and projected Shoal Chub recruitment strength.

**METHODS**

**Study area**

The Brazos River basin drains an area of 115,566 km² across portions of New Mexico and Texas as it flows to the Gulf of Mexico. The river flows through the Great Plains, Central Lowland, and Coastal Plain physiographic provinces, where the mean annual precipitation is 81 cm, mean annual air temperature is 19°C, and mean annual discharge is 249 m³/s (Dahm et al. 2005). Land cover and land use in the upper basin are dominated by rangeland with limited forest, and sites in the lower basin are dominated by cultivated crops, pasture, and woodlands, with some wetlands (Becker et al. 2014). There are 132 large dams (>3 m in height; Dahm et al. 2005) in the basin, including main-stem flood-control reservoirs (upstream to downstream) Possum Kingdom (completed in 1940), Granbury (completed in 1969), and Whitney (completed in 1951; Figure 1). These reservoirs have contributed to altered and highly regulated streamflow in the lower Brazos River (Vogl and Lopes 2009; Lehner et al. 2011; Dawson et al. 2015). The largest water-right holder in the basin is the Brazos River Authority, and all permits to divert water are subject to regulation by the TCEQ (Brazos BBEST 2012; Roach 2013). We collected fish from the Farm to Market 485 crossing west of Hearne, Texas (−96.695, 30.865), and obtained flow regime data from the U.S. Geological Survey gauge (ID = 08108700) located at the State Highway 21 crossing near Bryan, Texas (−96.545, 30.629). We also obtained data collected by Rodger et al. (2016) from the State Highway 105 road crossing (−96.155, 30.362) on the Brazos River just upstream from its confluence with the Navasota River (Figure 1).

**Fish collections**

We collected Shoal Chub from the Farm to Market 485 crossing using a larval seine (3.6 m long, 1.8 m deep, 0.8-mm mesh) pulled over fine gravel substrate in a downstream direction. Seine hauls were typically 5–10 m in length depending on available habitat, and we typically conducted 10–12 seine hauls. Seining effort was standardized as 1 h on each survey date, passing over the same areas during repeat visits. Surveys were conducted on August 30, September 2, September 8, September 21, September 26, and October 1 of 2019, and on June 19, August 18, August 23, and August 30 of 2020 (Table 1). These survey dates were designed to encompass the season over which Shoal Chub fractionally spawns multiple cohorts (May–August; Williams 2011) and periods when flows were low enough to access the river. During each survey, all Shoal Chub ≤40 mm total length (TL) were euthanized by submersion in a lethal dose of MS-222 (tricaine methanesulfonate; 80 mg/L) and then stored in 95% ethanol and labeled according to date. The threshold of 40 mm TL was selected because this is likely the upper limit of age-0 individuals that can be aged at the daily scale (Starks et al. 2016). The identity of Shoal Chub
Laboratory procedures

In the laboratory, we extracted, mounted, and aged otoliths. We first assigned each individual a unique accession number linked to the date of capture and recorded total length (mm). We then removed lapillus otoliths following the methods of Starks et al. (2016). Validation methods in which fish of known age were used to assess the reliability of otoliths for aging exist for lapillus otoliths (Durham and Wilde 2008) and sagittal otoliths (Haworth and Bestgen 2016), confirming that daily growth increments of cyprinid otoliths represent a reliable method for aging young fish and ultimately estimating recruitment strength. We elected to use lapillus otoliths based on previous multispecies assessment of *Macrhybopsis* spp. (Starks et al. 2016) and because lapillus otoliths were validated for fishes in the Brazos River (Durham and Wilde 2008). Once otoliths were mounted, we sequentially sanded with 6-, 3-, and 1-μm-grit sandpaper until the macular hump was sanded down completely and an evenly polished surface was created. If the sanding and polishing process proceeded without incident, then the second otolith from the same fish was not aged. We added a drop of immersion oil to the

 retained for analysis was confirmed using distinct characteristics, including canonical snout, small eyes relative to snout length, and presence of maxillary barbels (Hubbs et al. 2008).
polished surface and placed the slide underneath a compound microscope with 20× magnification. We counted rings beginning at the edge of the nucleus and moved outward to the edge of the otolith along the longest plane of the polished surface (Figure S1 in the Supplement provided in the online version of this article). Each otolith was aged by two readers independently using a double-blind process in which the reader did not know the size of the fish or the age assigned by the other reader. Once two readers had aged each otolith, we compared ages to assess consensus using widely implemented methods for estimating daily age among minnows. For otoliths with assigned ages that were not identical, we used the mean value of the two ages if the difference between the ages was <10% of the maximum age (Durham and Wilde 2006, 2009; Rodger et al. 2016) or used a third independent reading to determine age if consensus could be reached (Starks et al. 2016). Otoliths for which we could not reach a consensus age were removed from the analysis.

Age analysis

We used direct aging and regression-based methods to estimate age of all Shoal Chub specimens collected from the lower Brazos River as part of this study and the study by Rodger et al. (2016). We processed a subset of randomly selected individuals across a stratified range of sizes (28–40 mm TL) using the laboratory process described above and then used linear regression analysis to estimate the age of the remaining specimens. We built the linear regression model using the measured total lengths and consensus ages for 40 fish collected in this study plus total length and consensus ages for 68 specimens analyzed by Rodger et al. (2016). It should be noted that Rodger et al. (2016) used drift nets to collect fish from a different location (see Figure 1) and pulled asteriscus, rather than lapillus, otoliths. Consequently, fish aged by Rodger et al. (2016) tended to be smaller than fish collected during 2019–2020. We used an analysis of covariance to test for differences in the intercept and slope of linear regression models fit to each data set using age (day) as the dependent variable, total length (mm) as the independent variable, and study identity (this study versus Rodger et al. 2016) as a categorical covariate. Based on the results of this analysis (see below), we combined individuals from this study and Rodger et al. (2016) to develop a single regression model useful for predicting age based on total length of age-0 (i.e., 8–40 mm TL) Shoal Chub from the lower Brazos River. We applied this regression equation to estimate the ages of remaining fish collected as a part of this study and plotted length-frequency and age-frequency histograms for all fish collected during 2019 and 2020. Finally, we calculated recruitment strength or cohort size as the total number of fish that were estimated to be hatched on the same calendar date. We emphasize that our index of recruitment strength is meant to be interpreted as an index rather than the absolute magnitude of total recruitment within the population. While some previous studies have elected to add a single day to the end of the age estimate when assigning a calendar day to each fish (e.g., Rodger et al. 2016), we elected not to do this for simplicity and because doing so produced similar results.

Streamflow analysis

Our primary goal was to assess the extent to which Shoal Chub might be used as an indicator species for flow–ecology relationships. We addressed this goal by using streamflow data from the lower Brazos River collected by the U.S. Geological Survey gauge at the State Highway 21 crossing near Bryan, Texas (Figure 1). Streamflow from this location represents historical records from two slightly differing locations. The initial gauge location was the Brazos River near Bryan, Texas (ID 08109000), and this gauge was in service from August 1, 1899, until September 29, 1993, when the gauge was moved to the State Highway 21 crossing (ID 08108700), which has been in service since July 15, 1993. We combined these data sets because the Brazos BBEST (2012) had previously combined these data sets owing to the short distance and negligible difference in drainage area between these locations. We downloaded daily mean streamflow data for the historical periods starting January 1, 1919 (following a large gap in data), and extending until December 31, 2020. We obtained threshold values for relevant flow targets recommended by the Brazos BBEST (2012). These summer season (i.e., July–October) streamflow targets included thresholds for base flow during an average (non-drought) year (base flow; 26 m³/s), four pulses per season (4P/S; 58 m³/s), three pulses per season (3P/S; 85 m³/s), and two pulses per season (2P/S; 142 m³/s). Additional flow thresholds developed by the Brazos BBEST (2012) included high flow pulses occurring once every 2 years (1,894 m³/s), once per year (1,399 m³/s), and once per season (343 m³/s); however, these thresholds were not used for analyses in this study because of the short-term nature of our fish collections (i.e., over two summers). We calculated six daily flow regime characteristics using these thresholds, including mean streamflow for each calendar day, the rate of change (i.e., m³/s/day) in discharge between each day and the previous day, and the number of days since flows declined past seasonal pulse thresholds (Table 2). We used the time since the day streamflow declined below threshold values rather than the day
TABLE 2 Daily streamflow regime characteristics, the associated natural flow regime paradigm (NFP) category, and definitions used to link streamflow with Shoal Chub recruitment strength. Thresholds used in the timing/frequency category are based on the Brazos Basin and Bay Area Expert Science Team (Brazos BBEST 2012). Abbreviations are as follows: 4P/S = four pulses per season, 3P/S = three pulses per season, and 2P/S = two pulses per season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>NFP category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>Mean streamflow magnitude (m³/s) across all measurements made on the same calendar day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of change</td>
<td>Rate of change</td>
<td>Difference in mean discharge magnitude for each calendar day and the previous day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since base flow</td>
<td>Timing/frequency</td>
<td>Number of days since mean daily discharge magnitude decreased below the Brazos BBEST (2012) threshold for base flow (i.e., 26 m³/s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since 4P/S</td>
<td>Timing/frequency</td>
<td>Number of days since mean daily discharge magnitude decreased below the Brazos BBEST (2012) threshold for four pulses per summer season (i.e., 58 m³/s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since 3P/S</td>
<td>Timing/frequency</td>
<td>Number of days since mean daily discharge magnitude decreased below the Brazos BBEST (2012) threshold for three pulses per summer season (i.e., 85 m³/s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since 2P/S</td>
<td>Timing/frequency</td>
<td>Number of days since mean daily discharge magnitude decreased below the Brazos BBEST (2012) threshold for two pulses per summer season (i.e., 142 m³/s).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Streamflow–recruitment analysis

We analyzed Shoal Chub flow–recruitment relationships using the number of recruits estimated to have hatched on a calendar day and streamflow regime statistics for that same day. We defined the recruitment strength index as the number of recruits from a given calendar day, otherwise known as the number of fish that hatched on a given day and survived until the day of collection. This requires the assumption that our sampling was random and that the size distribution of fish collected was representative of the larger population. This assumption is likely satisfied because we employed a small-mesh seine that is known to capture age-0 individuals at a rate consistent with fish collected via drift net (Haworth and Bestgen 2017). Furthermore, this index does not capture all spawning events or individuals spawned and instead represents a proxy for the broader spawning and recruitment dynamics within the population (Quist 2007). The number of recruits was then used as the response variable in a multiple regression model with streamflow regime variables as independent variables. We elected to use a generalized additive modeling approach because of the nonlinear relationships among the dependent variable and multiple independent variables (for this and subsequent analyses).

In addition, a Poisson error distribution was more appropriate than a Gaussian error distribution given that the response variable represents count data that are near to and bounded by zero. We fit a generalized additive model (GAM) using the “gam” function from the “mgcv” package in R (Wood 2017). This function allows for automatic term selection by conducting a chi-square test of all smoothing parameters (α = 0.05) and reporting parameter-level test statistics. We also used the “gam.check” function to ensure that the selected smoothing parameters were not overly smoothed. “get-gam-predictions” function from the “tidymv” package to create partial-dependence plots (Coretta 2021), and the “predict.gam” function from the “mgcv” package to develop daily cohort predictions using streamflow data from 1919–2020. We limited these predictions to flow observations that were within our model domain (i.e., rare and extreme daily flow values not observed during 2019–2020 were excluded) and then summed the daily number of recruits for the entirety of May–August, which collectively represent the core reproductive season for Shoal Chub (Williams 2011). This produced an estimate for recruitment strength (i.e., the total number of recruits) for each summer season for an entire century.

We used the hindcasting results to assess the historical relationship between Shoal Chub recruitment strength and interannual variation in streamflow. We fit a GAM to the relationship between estimated number of annual summer recruits (dependent variable) and time (independent variable with a smoothing function) to test for a significant change in the predicted number of recruits through time. This analysis was used to gauge whether, and to what extent, the central
tendency of recruitment projections changed over time. We did not expect time alone to be a strong predictor of recruitment strength index, though we expected recruitment to change through time as the flow regime changed (Rodger et al. 2016). Next, we developed a scoring index to quantify the proportion of annual summer flow targets suggested by the Brazos BBEST (2012) that were achieved during each summer. This summer flow target index ranged from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating that no suggested targets were achieved and 10 indicating that all suggested summer targets were achieved. The selected scale (i.e., from 0 to 10) was based on the recommendation that four small pulses (>58 m³/s), three slightly larger pulses (>85 m³/s), two slightly larger pulses (>142 m³/s), and one larger pulse (>343 m³/s) be achieved each summer (i.e., 10 pulses total). When calculating this index, flow pulses that surpassed the threshold for smaller flow thresholds were counted as achieving the lower threshold value, meaning that a large magnitude pulse might count as achieving multiple thresholds. For example, a summer flow regime characterized by four independent pulses of ~100 m³/s followed by another pulse of 150 m³/s would receive an index score of 6. This score would be assigned because the minimum of four recommended pulses >58 m³/s was achieved (score = 4), a single pulse >85 m³/s was achieved (score = 4 + 1), and a single pulse >142 m³/s was achieved (score = 4 + 1 + 1 = 6). We then regressed the estimated number of summer recruits for each year after completion of the final main-stem reservoir (Granbury Reservoir) on the Brazos River (i.e., 1970–2020) with the flow target index for the same year to assess the relationship between flow target achievement and recruitment strength. We quantified this relationship using a GAM to test for significant changes in the number of recruits across the gradient of flow targets achieved. For this GAM, we used a quasi-Poisson error distribution to account for the zero-bounded count data (i.e., Poisson necessary) and overdispersion in the data (i.e., quasi-distribution necessary) caused by large variation in recruitment strength index.

RESULTS

Age analysis

A total of 254 age-0 Shoal Chub was collected from the lower Brazos River between 2019 (n = 38) and 2020 (n = 216). We collected Shoal Chub during six sampling trips between August and October of 2019 and four sampling trips between June and August of 2020 (Table 1). Once aged, agreement between the two readers of each otolith regarding the assigned age of fish was high for both asteriscus and lapillus otoliths combined (r = 0.99), and inclusion of both data sets lengthened the gradient of fish sizes in the analysis (9–64 mm TL). Only a single fish (TL = 39 mm) from 2019–2020 was removed because of disagreement among readers; otherwise, consensus was reached for all specimens. The analysis of covariance test showed no difference in the relationship between age and total length when age was estimated with asteriscus (Rodger et al. 2016) versus lapillus (this study) otoliths (F1,105 < 0.01, p = 0.97). The linear regression model based on combined data showed that age significantly increased as total length increased (slope = 1.74, intercept = −11.15, R² = 0.967, p < 0.001). Based on this regression model and the lengths of 254 Shoal Chub ≤40 mm TL (Figure 2A), the mean age of fish collected during 2019–2020 was 46 days, mode age was 50 days, range was 11–59 days, and most fish were 30–59 days old (Figure 2B). Temporal variation in recruitment strength showed peaks in recruitment that occurred in the days following flow pulses during 2019 and 2020 (Figure 3).

Streamflow–age analysis

Streamflow and recruitment strength revealed a strong flow–ecology relationship. Tests for collinearity among flow regime attributes revealed high correlation between days since flows declined below the threshold for 4P/S

![Graph of length frequency and age frequency for Shoal Chub](https://afspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/nafm.10837)
and 3P/S as well as time since base flow and 4P/S, but all other pairwise comparisons had correlation coefficients with absolute values $<0.70$ (Table 3). Consequently, the parameter for 4P/S threshold was not included in modeling to avoid overfitting. The GAM fit to the relationship between Shoal Chub recruits and multiple flow regime parameters explained most of the variation in recruitment strength ($R^2 = 0.60$, deviance explained = 70.2%). Smoothing parameters were significant for rate of change, days since 2P/S, and days since base flow, whereas the smoothing parameter for discharge on the day of collection was nearly significant, and days since flow declined below the 3P/S threshold was not significant (Table 4). Partial dependence plots provided insight into the relationships between recruitment strength and individual flow parameters (Figure 4). The number of recruits generally declined as discharge on the day of hatch increased above base flow (Figure 4A). Recruitment strength peaked 8, 30, and 45 days following flows declining past the threshold for 2P/S (Figure 4B). Recruitment strength

**FIGURE 3** Panel (A) shows a hydrograph for the Brazos River at State Highway 21 near Bryan, Texas (U.S. Geological Survey gauge 08108700; gray line, left axis) illustrating flow tiers (dashed horizontal gray lines) developed by the Brazos Basin and Bays Expert Science Team (Brazos BBEST 2012), including one overbank pulse per 2 years (1P/2Y; 1,894 m$^3$/s), one overbank pulse per year (1P/Y; 1,399 m$^3$/s), one high flow pulse per season (1P/S; 343 m$^3$/s), two high flow pulses per season (2P/S; 142 m$^3$/s), three high flow pulses per season (not labeled; 85 m$^3$/s), four high flow pulses per season (not labeled; 58 m$^3$/s), and base flow (Base; 26 m$^3$/s). Dotted lines for seasonal thresholds (1P/S, 2P/S, 3P/S, and 4P/S) are shown across the entire timeline but apply only to Brazos BBEST recommendations for July–October (i.e., summer season). The recruitment strength of Shoal Chub (gray points; right axis) is shown on the same timeline but on a different axis (i.e., note that left and right y-axes scales differ). The dates of sampling are shown as x-shaped symbols at the base of the graph. Panel (B) shows a zoomed in view of the data showing the relationship between recruitment strength index and small pulses that followed larger pulses.
Increased steadily during the 9 days after streamflow dropped below the threshold for base flow (Figure 4C). The highest level of recruitment strength occurred when rate of change increased >40 m³/s from the day prior to hatch (Figure 4D).

Recruitment projection analysis

Hindcasting recruitment strength estimates revealed long-term fluctuations during 1919–2020. The GAM used to summarize long-term patterns in predicted recruitment had a significant smoothing parameter for time ($F_{3.4} = 8.47, p = 0.005$), explained a small amount of variation (adjusted $R^2 = 0.07$; deviance explained = 8.35%), and indicated that the central tendency of recruitment strength index changed over time. Following construction of the final main-stem reservoir on the Brazos River (i.e., Granbury Reservoir in 1969), recruitment strength was highly variable, revealing an initial decline in recruitment during 1970–1980, an increase during 1981–2000, and then another decline during 2001–2020 (Figure 5A). Flow target index scores ranged from 1 to 10 during the postimpoundment period (1970–2020). Example summer season hydrographs for index scores 1, 4, 7, and 10 illustrated the relationship between observed flows and flow pulse targets (Figure 6). Regression of the relationship between postimpoundment recruitment strength (1970–2020) and the flow pulse target index revealed a decline in recruitment strength as the number of seasonal flow pulse targets that were achieved declined below 6 (Figure 5B).

The GAM fit to summarize the relationship between recruitment strength and the seasonal flow pulse target index had a significant smoothing function ($F_{3.4} = 10.05, p < 0.001$), which explained most of the variation in the data (adjusted $R^2 = 0.58$, deviance explained = 58.3%) and showed a nearly linear decline in recruitment strength as the number of seasonal flow pulse targets declined from 6 to 1.

### DISCUSSION

Our study provides empirical evidence for a link between streamflow and recruitment of Shoal Chub in the lower Brazos River. The GAM we fit to the nonlinear relationship between streamflow and Shoal Chub recruitment strength explained 60% of the variation in the number of recruits and revealed that most hatched within a 50-day window following seasonal pulses >142 m³/s (i.e., 2 P/S) and 9 days after flows declined to base flow levels. We also found that the largest number of recruits were spawned during positive rates of change as flows were rising again at a rate of >40 m³/s per day. These results collectively highlight how pulsed increases and decreases in flow are beneficial for Shoal Chub recruitment and presumably population growth (Rodger et al. 2016). When we projected these relationships across Shoal Chub spawning season (May–August; Williams 2011) during the century between 1919 and 2020, we found that projected recruitment strength was temporally dynamic, as might be expected for a fish species classified as an opportunistic life history strategist (Winemiller and...
The weakest recruitment years estimated from the hindcasted model all occurred after completion of a series of main-stem reservoirs that regulated flows in the lower Brazos River (Vogl and Lopes 2009). When we compared the recruitment strength index to an index for the number of summer flow pulses recommended by the Brazos BBEST (2012) that were achieved, we found that recruitment was highest when most (i.e., ≥60%) of the recommended pulses had occurred. Even among the two summers that we surveyed fish, 2019 had experienced fewer Brazos BBEST (2012) target flows (8) and had a lower recruitment strength index (219) compared to 2020 (targeted flows achieved = 10, recruitment strength index = 263). Among summers in which <60% of recommended flow pulses were achieved, recruitment strength declined precipitously towards zero. In fact, zero recruitment was projected for years of extreme drought when only a single pulse occurred, including 1996, 2011, and 2013. Drought-induced recruitment failure was recently reported for closely related Peppered Chub in the Arkansas River basin during the 2011–2013 extreme drought (Perkin et al. 2015, 2019), which supports our finding of low projected recruitment for summers with limited flow pulses. More broadly, our study provides empirical support for the hypothesis proposed by Starrett (1951) more than 70 years ago that flow regime changes in the Des Moines River, Iowa, could strongly influence Shoal Chub recruitment. Our findings suggest that summer season flow pulse recommendations set by the Brazos BBEST (2012), if adopted by the TCEQ, maintain a “sound ecological environment” for at least one broadly distributed, flow-sensitive fish.

Our work supports the use of ages from otoliths for estimation of recruitment dynamics to establish flow–ecology relationships (e.g., Rodger et al. 2016; Buckmeier et al. 2017). Previous studies used otoliths from age-0 fish to assess age, growth, and recruitment for minnows in the Great Plains. Durham and Wilde (2005) reported strong linear relationships between age (independent variable) and size (dependent variable) for five minnow species from the Canadian River, Texas, and Starks et al. (2016) reported similar linear relationships for three species from the Missouri River, Missouri. The slopes of these regression models suggest that fishes in the Canadian River grew
0.47–0.91 mm/day during their early life (Durham and Wilde 2005), and our findings place Shoal Chub from the lower Brazos River within this same range (i.e., 0.56 mm/day based on the slope from a regression of length as a function of age). Fishes from the Missouri River analyzed by Starks et al. (2016) grew faster (0.79–1.39 mm/day), including an estimate for Shoal Chub (i.e., 1.24 mm/day) that was roughly twice as fast as the lower Brazos River. Previous works have also linked spawning activity and recruitment of age-0 fish to streamflow pulses. Durham and Wilde (2008) hypothesize that flow pulses acted to synchronize spawning activity for fishes in the upper Brazos River, and results from a variety of systems suggest that spawning immediately after pulses reduces downstream transport of fertilized eggs and larvae (Dudley and Platania 2007; Hoagstrom and Turner 2015; Haworth and Bestgen 2017). Our finding that Shoal Chub likely spawned following pulses and after flows returned to below the threshold for base flow aligns with this narrative. However, the relationship between rise rate and increased recruitment strength that we observed for Shoal Chub points to spawning on the ascending limb of small pulses that followed larger pulses. This pattern is supported by observations by Rodger et al. (2016) that Shoal Chub captured in drift nets had the highest recruitment strength for discharge magnitudes that matched the thresholds for relatively small pulses, such as 3P/S and 2P/S. It is notable that these patterns are consistent across a variety of species even though studies used different methods to collect fishes and

**FIGURE 5** (A) Projected Shoal Chub recruitment strength based on the generalized additive model shown in Figure 4 fit to summertime flow regime data for the period 1919–2020. The number of recruits was estimated by summing daily predictions for recruitment strength during May–August (123 day) of each year because this corresponds with the Shoal Chub reproductive season. The projected annual values (points) are summarized with a second generalized additive model fit (black line) and 95% confidence interval (shaded area). The timing of upstream reservoir construction is shown as vertical dashed lines for Possum Kingdom (PK) Reservoir (1940), Whitney Reservoir (1951), and Granbury Reservoir (1969). Panel (B) shows the relationship between the projected number of recruits and the number of seasonal flow targets met for each year after completion of the final main-stem reservoir (i.e., 1970–2020). A score of 10 represents occurrence of all pulses that met Brazos BBEST criteria (i.e., at least one pulse >343 m³/s, at least two pulses >142 m³/s, at least three pulses >85 m³/s, and at least four pulses >58 m³/s; total pulse targets = 10). The relationship is summarized by a generalized additive model fit (black line) and 95% confidence interval (shaded area).
estimate hatch dates. Durham and Wilde (2006) extracted sagittal otoliths from Peppered and Flathead chubs collected with seines, Rodger et al. (2016) extracted asteriscus otoliths from Shoal Chub collected with drift nets, and Haworth and Bestgen (2016, 2017) extracted sagittal otoliths from Flathead Chub collected with both drift nets and seines. Consequently, recruitment estimated from otoliths seems reliable even when there are differences in survey methods and the type of otolith used for aging. In our analysis of the relationship between fish age and length, we found no difference in the slopes of regression models from fish collected with different nets (seine versus drift net) from different locations (both in the lower Brazos River) and based on different otoliths (lapillus versus asteriscus).

Our application of a rate-based approach to identifying flow–ecology relationships revealed that multiple flow regime attributes, rather than discharge magnitude alone, correlated with recruitment strength. In their review of literature pertaining to flow regime alterations cast in the light of NFP flow characteristics, Poff and Zimmerman (2010) found that discharge magnitude was the most frequently assessed streamflow characteristic. This narrow focus on flow magnitude severely limits investigation of mechanisms by which flow regime alteration influences ecological processes (Poff and Zimmerman 2010). More recently, state-based approaches in which ecosystem state (i.e., species occurrence) variables were linked to flow revealed that multiple flow regime characteristics enhanced prediction of the occurrence of minnows in Great Plains streams, including Shoal Chub in the upper Brazos River (Nguyen et al. 2021). The most important flow characteristics for predicting occurrence of Shoal Chub in the upper Brazos River were seasonal magnitude (spring season magnitude, base flow magnitude), timing (date of maximum and minimum flows), rate of change (fall rate), and frequency (high flow and low flow frequency). Each of these flow characteristics were associated with intermediate optima for Shoal Chub occurrence, and temporal trajectories of occurrence showed that the probability of occurrence significantly declined during extreme drought (Nguyen et al. 2021). Our work extends the inclusion of multiple flow regime characteristics beyond state-based approaches and into the realm of rate-based approaches. Wheeler et al. (2018) suggested that rate-based approaches provide

**FIGURE 6** Example summer season hydrographs for years with varying scores for the flow pulse target index. (A) Summer 2011 received an index score of 1 because only a single pulse reached the threshold for 4P/S, (B) summer 2009 received an index score of 4 because a single pulse that began receding the last day of April satisfied all four thresholds, (C) summer 1970 received an index score of 7 because at least two pulses surpassed the threshold for 2P/S, one pulse surpassed the threshold for 3P/S, and four pulses surpassed the threshold for 4P/S, and (D) summer 2020 received an index score of 10 because the frequencies and magnitudes of observed pulses satisfied all targets set by the Brazos BBEST (2012). Threshold values for each target are given in Table 2 and were developed by the Brazos BBEST for July–October but are shown here for the duration of Shoal Chub spawning season (May–August).
benefits over state-based approaches because they are based on demographic mechanisms and allow for predictive capacity, including hindcasting and forecasting. We provided an example of this predictive capability by demonstrating that the model we developed over a short time period could be used in conjunction with long-term daily flow data to assess historical changes in ecological dynamics that are not possible based on available historical ecological data. We found that historical variation in our recruitment strength index was not highly predictable based on time alone (i.e., $R^2 = 0.07$), but the central tendency of flow-based recruitment estimates changed significantly after streamflow regulation, and the years with lowest recruitment were those with few flow pulses. This ability to formulate projections is equally useful for making future projections based on modeled scenarios for streamflow regulation, climate change, or water use (Arthington et al. 2018b). Under conditions of nonstationarity, when future water availability differs greatly from historical water availability, such predictive capability will be critical for water resource management (Poff 2018). For example, the precipitation regime for the region drained by the Brazos River is nonstationary, and water resource management of the future will require new allocation strategies for a limited water supply (Lee and Singh 2020; Nielsen-Gammon et al. 2020). This phenomenon is reflective of water resource challenges on a global scale, and our research approach developed at a local scale will ultimately need to be applied more broadly.

Our research includes caveats and limitations that could be addressed in future research. First, age estimates suggest that *Macrhybopsis* spp. live up to 2.5 years (Wilde and Durham 2008; Perkin 2014), but our methodology is only applicable to age-0 fish ≤40 mm TL and cannot be used to produce daily ages for older fish. Still, demographic models linking age-structure survival and fecundity to streamflow suggest that many *Macrhybopsis* spp. and ecologically similar pelagic-broadcast-spawning fishes are essentially annual species and survival of age-0 fish is the most critical to population persistence (Wilde and Durham 2008). Our modeling framework is not applicable to longer-lived species that might employ equilibrium or periodic life history strategies and could presumably miss one or more years of recruitment without population-level consequences (Winemiller and Rose 1992). Still, these fishes are sensitive to the effects of flow regime alterations and extreme drought (Perkin et al. 2017; Malone et al. 2022) and future research could explore flow–ecology relationships involving recruitment over longer time intervals (Quist 2007). Another limitation to our work is that collection of specimens is most efficient, and sometimes only possible, at base flow conditions when large rivers can be seined. This limits inference on the range of flow conditions that can be modeled because fish can be aged up to ~60 days postrecruitment based on our results. Generating longer time intervals of inference will likely require alternative methods for collection during higher flows (e.g., benthic trawls; Herzog et al. 2009). We interpreted increments on otoliths as daily growth increments and assumed growth began at the edge of the nucleus based on validation of multiple Brazos River minnows (Wilde and Durham 2008), but validation of otoliths for Shoal Chub specifically has not been conducted. This is a potential area for research priority given the apparent utility of the species in flow–ecology studies (Rodger et al. 2016; Starks et al. 2016; Nguyen et al. 2021). It should be noted that our analysis of the summer reproductive season for Shoal Chub (May–August) differed slightly from the Brazos BBEST definition of summer (July–October) and that our validation of pulse recommendations pertains only to summer recommendations and not Brazos BBEST defined seasons for winter (November–February) or spring (March–June). Finally, given that Shoal Chub is a member of the pelagic-broadcast-spawning reproductive guild (Worthington et al. 2018), the precise spawning location associated with our sampled fish is unknown. Patterns of ichthyoplankton drift suggest that long-distance downstream displacement is possible (e.g., Dudley and Platania 2007), and future research in the lower Brazos River could investigate the distances Shoal Chub ichthyoplankton might drift given channel complexity and flow rates (e.g., Worthington et al. 2014). However, we suggest that analysis of fish samples from a limited river reach is appropriate for validating flow standards that are tied to specific gauge locations (Bruckerhoff et al. 2019; Nguyen et al. 2021).

The field of environmental flows emerged from the need to manage flows in regulated rivers to sustain natural ecosystem functioning, while securing freshwater supplies for human uses. Our understanding of the ecological consequences of flow alteration and ecological benefits of flow restoration lags behind our ability to manipulate flows, and there is a need for broader development of flow–ecology relationships to guide the science of environmental flows. The field of environmental flows is shifting from state-based methods that use snapshots of ecological condition towards rate-based methods with underlying demographic mechanisms linking flows and ecological processes (Arthington et al. 2018b; Wheeler et al. 2018). The historical focus on discharge magnitude could be expanded to include other characteristics, such as frequency, duration, timing, and rate of change (Poff and Zimmerman 2010). We addressed these challenges in the context of the Brazos River, Texas, using the Shoal Chub, a sensitive indicator species for flow–ecology relationships. We found that Shoal Chub recruitment strength correlated with multiple streamflow characteristics and that if the recommended flow standards suggested by the Brazos BBEST (2012) are achieved, then...
the Shoal Chub population is likely to successfully recruit. Though our work was focused on a single system, species, and site, the methods developed herein are transferable to any river system with historical flow data, suitable indicator species, and a need for science-based environmental flow standards for maintaining a sound ecological environment and water security for humans (Arthington et al. 2018a).
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